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Implication of GCRT

History on current urban framework

The Gold Coast is well known in Australia and abroad
as a tourist destination featuring a line of high-rise
apartment buildings along its famous beachfront.

The development history of the Gold Coast can be
broadly grouped into six periods to background the
current urban framework.

A more recent addition to the Australian group of
cities, the rapid growth of the Gold Coast has been
concentrated along a narrow sand bar between the
beach and the lesser known Nerang River, bisected
north-south by the Gold Coast highway. This spine of
high-rise buildings, combined with the extensive canal
network dredged from the Nerang River to the west,
gives the Gold Coast its trademark character distinct
from any other Australian city.

The first period represents the foundations of the
Gold Coast’s street layout dating back to the original
settlement of pioneering beach shacks scattered along
the dirt tracks behind the beach dunes of early last
century.

The arrival of the Gold Coast Rapid Transport (GCRT)
system reflects the Gold Coast and South East
Queensland’s status as one of Australia’s highest
growth regions. With the population expected to grow
by some 250,000 over twenty years to 2031, the
GCRT is timely and represents a turning point for the
city from a tourist and retiree destination to a mature
cosmopolitan city enjoying the benefits associated with
an efficient public transport system.
It is within this context that a renewed focus on the
built form of the Gold Coast is being undertaken.
In this section a considered approach to guide the
transformation of the built form in the study corridor to
realise the Gold Coast’s 2031 vision is structured as
follows.
Firstly, an overview of the city’s existing urban
framework identifying key drivers is provided,
including a snap shot of typical Gold Coast building
typologies within the framework to highlight issues and
deficiencies. Secondly, the transformation of existing
building typologies is considered to address identified
urban deficiencies, accommodate projected growth
and provide a mechanism for urban intensification
within the remit of enabling better Gold Coast streets
and spaces. Thirdly, the new building typologies are
repositioned to accord with a clearly defined set of
core values that apply to a range of built form scales,
spaces and proposed street typologies also detailed
in this report. The core values are defined in terms
of a series of detailed attributes that are intended to
underpin future development within this subtropical
environment. Finally, a sample of demonstration
projects is included to show application in support of
the overall city framework vision.

Early signs of the street ladder pattern between the
track where the Gold Coast highway now exists and
the beachfront became more pronounced in the
second period in the 1930s and 1940s when coastal
villages and early resorts were established. The area
was informally referred to as the Gold Coast in this
period.
The third period, in the 1950s, heralded a car-based
street character where the typical individual detached
residential dwellings on ¼ acre lots were amalgamated
into lots with coastal ‘six packs’ and roadside motels.
Canals were also first built in the 1950s which
departed from the beachside street grid. The local
government areas of Coolangatta and Southport were
officially named Gold Coast in 1958.
In the fourth period, from the 1960s, the first highrise buildings appeared which were typically set
in resort styled landscaped grounds rather than
directly addressing streets. At this time, Main Beach
and Surfers Paradise were connected by a dual
carriageway to Southport resulting in a larger scaled
major highway bisecting the city.
In the fifth period, in the 1970s and 1980s, real-estate
developers gained a significant role in local politics
and highrise rapidly became the dominant building
typology in Surfers Paradise. During this period the
canal network continued to expand into an extensive
alternative urban typology of privatised residential
waterfront land which today extends the full western
flank of the study corridor.
The current sixth period, from the mid 1990s, has seen
the arrival of major integrated high-rise developments
taking up entire city blocks including Chevron and Q1
as examples. Emerging tower forms typically depart
from the street grid pattern into individual expression
with site specific geometries of laneways and public
spaces occurring.

Proposed subtropical tower typology
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Existing patterns and typologies

Existing urban patterns
The key driver behind the development of the
Gold Coast urban framework is the historic
connection to the water’s edge, either as
beachfront or canal frontage. Water access and
water views have driven built form through each
successive period. As population and building
scale has increased in the corridor, water access
and views have continued to drive the city’s
dominant building typologies to serve market
forces, often to the detriment of the quality of
the urban street environment. These urban
conditions are diagramed in the first 2 sketches
including the measures required to improve the
urban amenity for the future development of the
city. They include promoting urban intensification
along the primary east-west road links between
the corridor and the western areas with a general
program of providing public access to the
waterfront.
Democratising the waterfront will be an
important part of achieving the desired future city
framework for the Gold Coast. The illustration
below demonstrates that removing private
waterfront property and providing public access
to a larger proportion of properties in proximity to
the waterfront may result in the redistribution of
economic value to a wider area.
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Existing framework

Framework transition

Democratising the waterfront
Prepared by HASSELL for GCCC

Existing building typologies
A snap shot of the Gold Coast’s typical building
typologies has been captured in the study corridor
which represents a broader range of typologies in
the city. The range covers earlier forms of low-rise
development to the more recent high-rise integrated
developments.
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Two to three storey walk up terrace, ‘six pack’ and
clustered townhouse brick and tile developments
proliferated in the 1960s and 1970s located in deep
lots with narrow street frontages. Most residences
are accessed along landscaped pathways in the side
setback of the site. This typology typified the economic
imperatives of low build cost and maximum yield to
meet market demand at the time. They offer little
activation to the street frontage or useful common
outdoor space for residents.
Mid-rise apartment blocks began to replace the walkups, initially along the beachfront. The first generation
towers are stand-alone in landscaped site compounds
arranged with resort facilities including pool(s), tennis
courts, gym facilities and strata common areas.
Building forms tended to be significantly set back from
street edges with landscaped wall elements on site
boundaries.

4 storey townhouse
Wide street frontage

4 storey townhouse
Narrow frontage, deep site

Low-rise terrace

Low-rise townhouse

Mid-rise on podium

High-rise on fragmented podiums with retail
arcade links

Mid to high-rise apartment block typologies increased
in size as economic building technology improved,
with tower forms commonly located on podium
blocks of several storeys aligned to the street edge.
Towers were orientated to the ocean view independent
from the street alignment. Recreational facilities and
landscape were located on the podiums with internal
residents’ facilities within the podium. These typologies
partially addressed the street interface however often
presented inactive frontages along secondary street
boundaries.
More recently, high-rise development typologies on
larger amalgamated lots have been appearing in the
corridor. Examples of this typology range from single
or multiple towers up to and exceeding 40 storeys
integrated to a multi-level base containing street
frontage retail tenancies. These typologies are located
closer to the central areas of Southport, Surfers
Paradise and Broadbeach and they represent a step
forward as master planned developments responding
to the street environment with publicly accessible retail
arcades and cross-site links improving the environment
for pedestrians.
The corridor currently comprises a full range of building
typology scales and types where high-rise occurs
adjacent to the earlier forms of low-rise. Market forces
have tended to drive development outcomes on a lotby-lot basis where water views remain the focus. There
are more recent examples of typologies responding to
improve the quality the street environment, however
the Gold Coast study corridor remains a patchwork
of starkly contrasting building typologies with
compromised streetscapes.
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Mid-rise tower with low-rise perimeter

High-rise tower with traditional edge retail

High-rise tower on landscape site

High-rise integrated

High-rise on landscaped site

Resort style mid to high-rise on water edge

Prepared by HASSELL for GCCC

Transforming existing typologies
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Transforming typologies
The next phase of growth in the Gold Coast
will require a new approach to achieving the
inevitable demand for more buildings within and
around the corridor. Existing building typologies
that primarily serve the private sector market will
need to be transformed into new typologies to
support urban intensification with high quality
public amenity in the city.
The main transformation will be from individual
buildings to a community based city emphasis.
Buildings will form part of a renewed focus on
streets, lanes, parks, pedestrian and cycle links,
a publicly accessible canal network, the urban
edge to the beachfront and a suite of more
intimate public spaces threaded through the
city. An urban contextual approach will require
buildings to address and activate the street,
facilitate better subtropical landscaped streets
and offer alternatives to the high-rise typology
promoting a healthy social culture in the city.
The following figure demonstrates the
transformation anticipated from a massing
point of view. For a given site, singular building
forms resulting from the maximum available
development volume will respond to urban
parameters in a number of ways without
compromise to the available site yield to deliver
better public outcomes. This may include
compression and fracture of individual forms to
enable laneway or public space diversification,
as some more recent integrated developments
in the corridor reflect. Building forms may
also consolidate into perimeter configurations
to achieve planned densification to support
a consistent street edge condition where
envisioned in the broader urban framework.

Evolution of New Typology
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Further detail on the issues relating to the
transformation of typologies is provided in the
following figure. Two examples are outlined
for the mid rise tower on a fragmented base
typology.
In the first example towers are orientated where
possible to the street frontage and set back from
the street edge in conjunction with providing
variation in building massing and a uniform scale
to street edges. The orientation and shaping of
tower forms can balance view imperatives with
desirable urban massing.
An approach to fracturing the central core
base plan in such a way that promotes through
ventilation and views from multiple sides of
resultant apartment layouts may assist in this
strategy. The example provides a basis for
effective street edges with the possibility of mixed
use occurring within the low-rise built forms to
stimulate an active and diverse street context.
The second example advocates the tower form
moving to the street edge as part of a perimeter
variation in street edge scale. Low building forms
would be positioned to the north of the site to
allow solar access to intra site open spaces
and views over. It is important to recognise
that diversity of street massing is appropriate
provided comfort conditions on the street are
maintained. Pragmatic environmental issues such
as wind down wash from taller structures need to
resolved in built form edge treatment.
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Existing typology

Existing typology enhanced

Evolution of new typology

Mid-rise tower on fragmented base

Alternative density
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With an increase in density from low to high-rise,
a quantum shift in scale has typically occurred
from the 3, 5 and 8 storey typologies in terms
of car parking and lifts. Early 3 storey walk-ups
did not include lift access, consistent with the
target market and lift technology available at the
time. Car parks were generally on grade including
undercroft parking examples. With advances in
cost effective lift technologies, buildings from
around 5 storeys incorporated lifts to reflect
buyers’ requirements and changing demographic
to aged occupants. Car parks had greater cost
impact as they reverted to basements. To about
eight storeys, the 25m height limit for a non fire
sprinklered building per the Building Code of
Australia caused a building height threshold in
terms of relative building cost to introduce fire
services. From 8 storeys the financial model for
developers instigated a jump in height to higher
Mid-rise (12-15 storeys) and beyond.
The influence of climate change and sea level
rise must be factored into setting the levels
of occupied ground planes and potentially
car parking for future typologies. A section
through the perimeter base typology shows
above ground parking buried within the fabric
of the development mass in recognition of
the potentially prohibitive costs of basement
carpark construction with sea level rise. Critical
to the success of this typology is ensuring
viable, usable floor space around the car park
to address streets. A mixture of low rise block
forms combined with high rise in a single
development, provides opportunity for diversity
in outdoor space between the blocks over the
carpark deck. Alternatively, a veneered or sleeved
approach around a car park consolidated into
the base of the high-rise typology can be used,
which unlocks opportunity to create ground
plane external space between the high-rise and
Mid-rise blocks linked to the street. This typology
is suitable for a mixed use model.
Three options have been considered to enrich the
existing typology of residential beyond a single
retail edged base condition. Option 1 shows 2
levels at the building base addressing the street.
The ground level would be a combination of
retail and small commercial in viable locations
with the second level available for commercial
or components of the second level reduced
to provide double height volumes. Options 2
and 3 incorporate opportunities for a range of
commercial scale from small to medium sized
businesses. Mixed use requires a particular
specialised approach in the development business
model however it is supported for two reasons:
1) consolidation of workplace and residential to
reduce commuter load, and 2) to increase street
activity throughout the day-night cycle.

Established residential density models

Mixed density residential models - incorporating
above ground car parking with activated veneer potentially requiring review of GFA definition

High density mixed use options - strategies to
accommodate variable usage
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Podium activation
High density mid rise residential typologies
should support an enhanced level of street level
activation within parts of identified precincts
in the study corridor. A building typology
considered useful to achieving this outcome is
the high density fractured model with a two level
multipurpose podium. This typology splits the
residential block into multiple forms to extend
access to the perimeter for apartment layouts,
facilitating cross ventilation and daylight deep
into the block forms and enable the inclusion of
communal outdoor roof terrace space between
the residential blocks.
The residential block elements are then
articulated to the podium to provide opportunity
for a varied street based language suitable for
retail use, such as cafes and small commercial
in unison with extended pedestrian pavement
zones captured in the street typologies section in
this report.
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Fractioned high density composition

The building typology is enhanced by composing
a range of varied material treatments to
select parts of the overall form. In addition to
modulating scale, material and form diversity may
relate more specifically to the identity of building
occupants.
Attention should be given to including street
canopies to provide shade and protection for
designated kerbside occupation such as cafe
seating, retail and market display which in turn
adds to the vitality and interest in the city’s
streets.
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Residential mixed use Sydney
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Tower transformation
The transformation of the stand alone tower
typology in the corridor is considered to be an
integral part of the intensification of the Gold
Coast. It’s acknowledged that market forces will
prevail to deliver this typology for more compact
sites not suitable for the larger integrated or
variable mass typologies.
Taking the existing stand alone tower on a
landscaped site as a base, the typology should
be transformed to incorporate the following
components.
Firstly, an articulated low-rise base to frame
and activate street faces is an important
distinction from the current scenario. The base
may accommodate either residential or mixed
use alternatives which will guide the degree of
articulation, variable setbacks, entrance locations
and a sense of perforation and depth to the
facade elements. Part of the base set back from
the street frontage may be required for multi-level
car parking.

20 storey tower - private ground

20 storey tower - edge podium

Sub-tropical tower - active edge
development

Secondly, tower forms should be configured
to relate to the street frontage in balance with
optimal orientation for microclimatic conditions
and to consider shade impacts on surrounding
spaces and residents. Apartment towers should
respond holistically to the subtropical climate,
providing cross ventilation and versatile outdoor
living spaces to apartments. Opportunities for
screened landscaped spaces within the tower
for common access would promote a sense of
community within the sky.
Thirdly, roof terraces should be integrated into the
outdoor living and landscape strategy including
street interfaces. Variation in materials, surfaces
and shade elements can all combine for a diverse
built form response.

Newton Suites, Singapore
WOHA Architects

Newton Suites, Singapore
WOHA Architects
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Repositioning typologies
in response to redefined values

Key values
A core set of values has been defined to
underpin a positive growth path for the Gold
Coast. Each value represents an important
constituent part of the urban condition within
which building typologies are to be repositioned.
The intent is to broaden the awareness of the
interdependency between the urban realm and
built form typologies using these key values as a
mechanism for positive change: People, Places,
Buildings, Transport, and Sustainability.
People should be at the centre of all building
typologies and the communities to which they
are engaged. A socially active, equitable and safe
built environment in the private and public realms
will significantly add to the quality of the urban
experience and provide a foundation for a better
city structure.
Places encompass all aspects of the space
between and within buildings, streets, beach,
waterways and landscaped areas. High quality
spaces provide the glue in the urban framework
from intimate to city scale. The Gold Coast
should pursue a range of appropriately scaled
places to encourage positive community
interaction, convenience, comfort and civic pride.
Buildings are integral to the composition of the
broader city form and perform a pivotal role
in framing city streets and places. The Gold
Coast of the future should support a diverse
range of building typologies to meet functional
and economic demands whilst balancing the
inevitable tension between private and public
interests. The interface of buildings to the urban
context requires careful consideration to ensure
the success of the urban framework.
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Transport is, and will be more so into the future,
a core component of a functional and accessible
Gold Coast. The transfer from car reliance to
public transport will unlock valuable opportunities
and challenges throughout the corridor and
above all connect communities in a way not
previously experienced on the coast.
Sustainability has permeated modern life to a
degree that requires innovative approaches to
the development of the city into the future. More
than any other coastal Australian city the need for
adaption of building typologies to meet changing
circumstances on the coast is pressing.

Built realms
The physical scope of the built environment
has been captured in built realms: Buildings,
Interface, Streetscape and City form. Key
attributes for each built realm are listed to
highlight the detailed issues that contribute to the
formation of building typologies. They reinforce
the reality that buildings will respond to a detailed
local set of circumstances, with consideration
given to a broader scaled imperative to work
within and reinforce the Gold Coast city structure.
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Subtropicality
The Gold Coast is a subtropical city with a
unique sense of place. The region experiences
a humid subtropical climate (Koppen Climate
Classification) with average annual temperatures
ranging between 17 to 25 deg C. The city lies
between a 57km stretch of coast and the Gold
Coast hinterland which includes a 206sqm
section of volcanic World Heritage listed
rainforest on the Great Dividing Range to the
west. The city’s climate, beaches, hinterland and
700km of canal are intrinsic the Gold Coast’s
subtropical character.
Within this context, the elements of subtropical
character can be used to guide the growth of the
Gold Coast; to inform patterns of development
and building typologies that contribute to the
subtropical lifestyle important to the city’s
inhabitants.
Elements that make up the subtropical city
include climate, lifestyle, built environment, hard
and soft landscape, streets and public places.
The elements are universal to informing how
intensification of the Gold Coast should be
approached and it is anticipated they will act as
a catalyst to fundamentally differentiate the future
of this city from any other.
The Gold Coast of the future should look and
feel subtropical; embracing a new and innovative
approach to subtropical buildings and landscape
which offer a sustainable way of life. Within this
paradigm shift, there is no reason why the Gold
Coast cannot become an exemplar of urban
design that has holistically reunited people to
place, a subtropical garden city on the water.
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Community and place making
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The corridor would benefit from the creation
of community centred places incorporating a
richer diversity of use supported by variations
in the building typology mix. These are places
to augment the existing street framework
and provide enhanced pedestrian access
and amenity in league with the circulation
network required for the GCRT stations. Such
spaces should encourage greater community
participation within the structure of the city.
The example of a more intimately scaled public
square accessed by a series of activated
landscaped laneways is shown. In this scenario,
residential development of varying scale has
multiple access points; to a street, laneway
and public square to promote cross circulation
through these spaces. High-rise with an
associated larger population would relate well
to public space provisioning with lobbies that
provide dual access to the street and alternate
lanes and square. A community based building
such as a library, community centre or gallery
with complementary small scale retail may be
appropriate to enliven the square and support
more depth in community activities. Commercial
opportunities should also be explored to further
the development mix.

Place making diversity

Coin Street, London

The consolidated and fractured building typology
provides a suitable connection from the street
to intra site links and public space. Buildings
should encourage movement to public spaces
and provide passive surveillance by configuring
residential layouts to be multi-directional in terms
of view lines and placement of outdoor rooms,
balconies and active spaces.

James Street, Brisbane

Las Ramblas, Barcelona
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Integrated landscape
Consistent with the city wide subtropical
character elements described earlier, the
integration of landscape to building typologies
and street interfaces is considered to be an
important component of future development.
Landscape should be incorporated where
possible into the building composition provided
that the landscape is accessible, easily
maintainable and offers genuine benefits to
occupants of buildings and the public. Building
setbacks should provide for a landscape
buffer at the threshold to the street for visual
softening and privacy. Landscape treatments
and design should also support crime prevention
and universal access outcomes. Street trees
are typically being promoted in the public
domain however there will be cases in certain
streets where the provision of street trees will
be encouraged within the private realm to
support streetscape objectives. Outdoor rooms,
balconies and roof terraces should be designed
to incorporate landscape treatments which may
include small shade trees, edge or wall planting in
recessed or raised planter beds, vines on pergola
elements and potted planting. Consideration
should be given to communal garden facilities
that may include food producing components
potentially under a strata management plan.
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Integrated landscape application

Riverside, Point Stockwell, Brisbane

Outdoor living

Residential, Brisbane

Outdoor living
Outdoor living forms a major part of the
Australian psyche and is particularly relevant
in Queensland and the Gold Coast. Lifestyle
expectations will continue to drive outdoor living
solutions that integrate seamlessly to residential
developments.
New building typologies will incorporate
outdoor living as a central part of the residential
experience. A shift from narrow balconies
to outdoor spaces that are connected more
intuitively to the internal layout of apartments
and communal spaces is an important attribute
of the residential building typology. Flexibility
for occupants to change the level of enclosure
should be addressed with operable screens,
sliding panels and other devices integrated to the
building fabric. See Fig 3.15 and Fig 3.16
Outdoor living also relates to different parts of
residential typologies such as roof terraces and
terraces between perimeter low rise and highrise. Issue of privacy and demarcation between
private and communal use will need to be
carefully considered to realise optimal outdoor
opportunities for building communities.
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Cross ventilation
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The massing and articulation of building forms
should promote cross ventilation to the maximum
number of apartments and proportion of
commercial floor space. More recent examples
of high-rise residential towers have separated
out or introduced deep recesses between the
apartment component of floor plates to allow air
and light into the central circulation lobby space.
Buildings that ‘breathe’ and provide higher
exchanges of fresh air are ultimately healthier for
occupants.
The objective will be to reduce reliance on the
energy consumptive mechanical air-conditioning
systems by harnessing heat exchange benefits
from natural air flows in this coastal location.
Landscaping strategies that incorporate water
will also aid localised comfort from air flows
through landscape and water features that are
not exposed to inclement wind conditions.

Floor plan cross ventilation

High-rise towers will require varying treatments
with increasing height as acoustic, privacy and
wind conditions change. Noise conditions and
privacy from the street will need to be controlled
at the lower levels of towers and podium
edges with care. The next tier in the tower form
may include elements of an open facade with
integrated planting and screening. Operability
with a higher level of enclosure to the exterior
should be provisioned in the next tier above
with the highest levels of the tower requiring a
defensive or closed facade to deal with higher
wind speeds.
High-rise tower forms would thus demonstrate a
variable microclimatic response relative to height.
Edge conditions of high-rise tower forms may
vary noticeably with height which would reflect a
new high-rise subtropical tower typology for the
Gold Coast.

High-rise subtropical tower
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Demonstration typologies

Increased residential and commercial densities
across the corridor is a desirable outcome and
provision needs to be made for new forms
of intensification, whilst respecting existing
typologies.
Character, identity, privacy and climate
responsive forms should be encouraged across
the future typology board.

Building typology 1

Building typology 6

Building typology 2

Building typology 7

Building typology 3

Building typology 8

Building typology 4

Building typology 9

Building typology 5

Building typology 10

Quality of life aspects including generous indoor/
outdoor transition areas, appropriate orientation,
access to natural light, ventilation and subtropical
outdoor living should be implemented.
A rich mix of building typologies (types, sizes
and forms) will aid in the creation of a diversity
of occupants from various social and cultural
backgrounds.
Street edges would be activated and provide an
identifiable address, entrance and opportunities
for passive engagement of the street.
Where possible, vehicle parking would be
accommodated away from the street frontage
and integrated into a development.
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Building typology 1
Individual detached residential
Small lots
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Applies to small lots with single detached
dwellings where the outcome is to reflect and
respect existing urban fabric. Typical allotment is
relatively narrow, 12m wide and deep 40m deep.
The intent is to enable a single detached dwelling
up to 2 storeys and to promote the key values
including generous access to natural light,
ventilation and subtropical outdoor living, whilst
affording good privacy with private outdoor living
spaces covering up to 40% of the site. Vehicle
parking is set back from the front elevation and
integrated into the development.

Massing diagram

Plan

Section

Indicative isometric

Street edge outcomes should provide
opportunities for passive surveillance. Setbacks
in the order of 5m, which may vary, provide
space for street trees and ground planting to
support subtropical street environments.

Key figures
Front setback

3m - 6m

Side setbacks

1m

Site cover

40%

Building form

Individual Detached

Height

2 storeys

Plot ratio

N/A

Main use

Residential
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Building typology 2
Low-rise combined residential
Small lots

Applies to small lots with single dwellings where
residential intensification has been identified as
desirable. Typical allotment is relatively narrow,
12m wide and deep 40m.
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The intent is to enable at least two dwellings
up to 3 storeys and to promote the key values
including generous access to natural light,
ventilation, subtropical outdoor living whilst
affording good privacy. Vehicle parking is set
back from the front elevation and integrated
into the development. Outdoor living spaces
are elevated above parking areas. Street edge
outcomes are activated with balcony and
terraces providing passive surveillance. Setbacks
in the order of 5m, which may vary, provide
space for street trees and ground planting to
support subtropical street environments.
Massing diagram

Plan

Section

Indicative isometric

Key figures
Min site size

500sqm

Front setback

3m - 6m

Side setbacks

1m

Site cover

40%

Building form

Low-rise Combined

Height

2 - 3 storeys

Plot ratio

0.8

Main use

Residential

Example
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Building typology 3
2-5 storey low-rise multiple residential
Medium lots
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Applies to small lots combined to form
amalgamated sites to enable low-rise
intensification. Site size is indicatively shown 20m
wide, 40m deep. The intent is to enable between
6-10 dwellings. Front lower rise section is street
facing townhouse type with balconies. Rear
higher rise is apartments separated from the front
block by a common outdoor landscaped space
for privacy, outlook and social space. Car parking
is integrated into the ground plane or a lower
ground level concealed from the street elevation.
The stepped built form provides a 3 storey built
height to the street edge with higher built form
set back behind the front section. Setbacks
in the order of 5m, which may be reduced to
3m, provide space for street trees and ground
planting to support variable subtropical street
environments.

Massing diagram

Plan

Section

Indicative isometric

Key figures
Min site size

800 sqm

Front setback

3m - 6m

Side setbacks

1m - 2m

Site cover

40%

Building form

Low-rise multiple

Height

3 - 5 storeys

Plot ratio

1.25

Main use

Residential

Example
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Building typology 4
3-5 storey low-rise perimeter residential block
Large lots

Low rise walk up perimeter built form typologies
are applicable to areas where consolidated
street edge outcomes are desired. The perimeter
configuration provides a combination of private,
semi private and public landscaped court yard
spaces, principally for residential amenity. Edge
forms are articulated to define entrance locations
and reduce linear scale. Entrances coincide
with through site links to courtyard spaces.
Floorplates are generally narrow ranging between
8 to 12m to assist cross ventilation and natural
light penetration.

Key figures
Min site size

1600sqm

Street setback

0m - 3m

Side setback

5m

Rear setback

10m

Site cover

40%

Building form

Low-rise perimeter block

Height

3 - 5 storeys

Plot ratio

1.6

Main use

Residential

Example
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Massing diagram

Plan

Section

Indicative isometric

Building Typology 5
5-8 storey perimeter block mixed use
Large lots
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Further to the desired street edge outcome
of the previous typology, these types are
targeted at a higher income market due to the
service provision of lifts, and will thus provide
a more mixed use of tenant possibilities, both
residentially and commercially. Blocks are
grouped as either residential or commercial
to avoid ownership issues. Setback from the
street is to be 5m to allow for the provision
of a semi-private garden and/or shopfront
treatments. Street definition is articulated by
private entrances or shopfronts whilst units
and commercial levels above are entered from
communal circulation from the courtyard. Floor
plates are typically 12m in depth to allow for
proper penetration of light and ventilation.
Key figures
Min site size

2000sqm

Street setback

0m - 5m

Side setback

5m

Rear setback

10m

Site cover

30%

Building form

Mixed Use Perimeter
Block

Height

5 - 8 storeys

Plot ratio

2.5

Main use

Residential / commercial

Example

Massing diagram

Plan

Section

Indicative isometric
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Building Typology 6
8-15 storey medium-rise residential
Large lots

Applies to medium sized lots sufficiently sized
to enable medium-rise tower development
in combination with lower rise street edge
development. Indicative lot size shown is 40m
wide, 40m deep. The typology comprises two
parts; low-rise street edge and central tower
form. The low-rise street form is typically 3-4
storey residential or mixed use. Street edge
massing is articulated to give individual identity to
residential clusters to enhance street landscape
character. The tower form ranges 8-12 storeys
separated from the lower edge form with
landscaped and occupied roof terraces. Tower
apartment floorplans are configured to optimise
access to natural light and ventilation to each
apartment including common access spaces.
Car parking is fully integrated into the base of the
development, minimising street intervention.
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Massing diagram

Plan

Section

Indicative isometric

Key figures
Min site size

2000sqm

Podium

Up to 3 storeys with 0m on
side and rear

Front setback

5m

Side setbacks

8m

Rear setbacks

10m

Site cover

30% (tower)

Building form

Medium-rise Tower

Height

15 storey tower

Plot ratio

4

Main use

Residential with flexible
ground floor and retail use

Example

Prepared by HASSELL for GCCC

Building Typology 7 (15-30 storey high-rise residential) and
Building Typology 7x (unlimited height)
Large city block sites
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Applies to city block scaled sites bounded by
public streets. Site scale requires a considered
master planned approach to deliver significant
intensification with a range of built forms to
support built form values. Developments will
comprise two typologies; low-rise street edge
and high-rise tower forms. Street edge built form
is 5-6 storey residential apartments over active
ground plane mixed use space with 6m clear
height to enable flexible space utilisation. Street
edge massing is articulated to moderate building
scale. The intent includes site permeability
to tower entrances, internal laneways, public
spaces and public links through the site where
activity addresses security. Tower forms are
high-rise 25 to 40 storeys integrated to shared
landscaped roof terraces. Towers should deliver
superior subtropical apartment living. Site scale
may support multiple tower forms provided
sufficient setbacks from street and between
towers (15 to 20m) are achieved.

Massing diagram

Plan

Section

Indicative isometric

Key figures
Min site size

3200

Podium

Up to 4 storeys with 0m on
side and rear

Front setback 0m - 3m
Side setbacks 8m
Site cover

30%

Building form

High-rise Tower

Height

30 storey tower (except in 7x
areas where unlimited height
applies)

Plot ratio

9 (except in 7x areas where
maximum plot ratio should be
based on design merit)

Main use

Residential with flexible
ground floor and retail use

Example

Gold Coast Rapid Transit | Corridor Study

Building Typology 8
2-8 storey small campus commercial
Medium lots

Applies to locations defined as commercial
use in the corridor on sites bounded by public
streets. Commercial campus typologies provide
a flexible format for single or multiple tenancies
with communal amenity to address locations
where proximity to retail or commercial centres
is not available. Developments consist ground
floor podium base ideally up to 6m to allow for
versatility in use such as smaller scale studio
based commercial tenancies. Commercial
blocks address a common space which may
be a full height covered space providing shade,
ventilation and light. Alternatively, a naturally
ventilated atrium volume may be used to provide
a central communal space for an active ground
plane containing retail with opportunity for open
balconies addressing this space.
The typology may support through site links.
Rooftops should be occupied landscaped
spaces.
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Massing diagram

Plan

Section

Indicative isometric

Key figures
Min site size

2000

Front setback

0m - 3m

Side setbacks

5m

Rear setback

10m

Site cover

70%

Building form

Small Campus

Height

8 storeys

Plot ratio

3.5

Main use

Commercial with retail at
flexible podium on gound
floor

Example

Prepared by HASSELL for GCCC

Building Typology 9
8-15 storey commercial tower
Large lots. Mixed use base
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Applies to commercial locations in the city
where commercial use is more concentrated
on sites with reasonable perimeter access from
commercial streets. Developments will comprise
two elements; a 2 level podium base and a
12-15 storey commercial tower over. Entrances
will be accessed from primary and secondary
streets where appropriate to generate ground
plane activity. Tower forms are set back from
the podium base 3-5m to support streetscape
outcomes. Built form should incorporate
opportunities for outdoor or mixed mode shared
spaces for tenants at upper levels. Articulation of
overall building forms with operable components
of facade elements with landscaped, shaded
roof terraces would be encouraged to promote
outdoor work spaces in line with a subtropical
dimension to the commercial tower typology.
Key figures
Min site size

2000 sqm

Podium

Up to 4 storeys

Front setback

0-3m

Side setbacks

Podium 0m, 5m (tower)

Rear setback

Podium 0m, 10m (tower)

Site cover

60%

Building form

Medium - high-rise tower

Height

12 storey tower

Plot ratio

5

Main use

Commercial with retail at
flexible podium on ground
floor

Example

Massing diagram

Plan

Section

Indicative isometric
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Building Typology 10
15-40 storey high-rise commercial
Large lots. Mixed use base
Applies to central city locations in the corridor
where intense commercial activity is planned.
The typology scale should be considered as a
landmark opportunity and therefore needs to
convey the subtropical characteristics envisioned
for the Gold Coast. Comprises a larger scaled
podium base for mixed use retail and commercial
activity that is articulated to the tower element.
Podium to tower connections should promote a
clear connection to the external environment for
daylight and ventilation. Public space at the base
of the tower has an opportunity to encourage
through site movements for pedestrians as part
of a broader city centre master plan. Towers
should be configured to provide externalised
mixed mode larger volume inserts for tenants
on upper levels for social engagement to
complement ground plane engagement. Tower
lift and service cores should be located to
provide new generation contiguous workplace
environments with optimum orientation and
sustainable attributes. Plantrooms are typically
located, for efficient building services distribution,
within the tower form to release valuable and
occupiable covered roof terraces. Larger sites
may support multiple tower forms with sufficient
setbacks between tower forms of 15 to 20
metres.
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Massing diagram

Plan

Key figures
Min site size

2000 sqm

Podium

Up to 4 storeys with 0m on
side and rear

Front setback

0m - 3m

Side setbacks

5m (tower)

Rear setback

10m (tower)

Site cover

30%

Building form

High-rise tower

Height

40 storey tower

Plot ratio

10

Main use

Commercial with retail on
flexible podium at ground
floor

Section

Example
Prepared by HASSELL for GCCC

Indicative isometric

Street interface typologies
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A place is largely defined by its public realm,
and the quality and character of the public
realm will be determined by the nature of its
edges. Opportunities should be explored to
activate edges wherever possible and buildings shaped to create a positive interface with
the public realm and an appropriately human
scaled urban environment. Clear definition is
needed between public and private spaces
to enhance the quality and safety of both the
public and the private realm.
In centres, uses can be established that
transition between private units or commercial,
and the public realm at ground. The number
and frequency of building entries and tenancy
frontages in these areas will affect the level and
mix of activity in the adjoining street or public
realm. It is important for the activation of centres
to achieve an appropriate amount of active
building frontage to the public realm.
In residential buildings, protecting privacy for
residences can be achieved while encouraging
passive surveillance of the street and communal
spaces to enhance safety.
The degree of ‘enclosure’ in a built environment
can communicate clear messages to people
moving through it; for example dense, highly
enclosed streets communicate ‘city’ or ‘urban’,
whereas more open streets speak ‘suburb’.
These visual cues are intuitively understood,
and help people to orient themselves or ‘read’
their environment (also referred to as ‘legibility’).
Buildings should reinforce these traditional
cues and promote levels of enclosure relative to
intensity of activity and location in the city.
Building controls are proposed as part of the
typologies to promote desirable levels street
enclosure and activation. These are applied to
local areas in Part 5 - Building Better Places.

2:1 width to height ratio
(Applies to Building Typology 6)
Development is on the fringe of the city
with a consistent height and building
form to provide a balance and consistent
backdrop that gives the street coherence
and an appropriate sense of enclosure. The
form and fabric of the place establishes a
hierarchy of public and private spaces and
provides clarity of function and movement
for pedestrians.

2:1.5 width to height ratio
(Applies to Building Typology 7)
Development is generally recognised within
the urban core, located on the periphery of
the city centre. Development will generally
be built to the boundary and increase in
intensity as people move towards the city
centre. Buildings emphasise the area and
are supported by an active ground floor
plane.

1:1 width to height ratio
(Applies to Building Typology 7x)
Development within this typology is typical
of that for a city centre. Tall buildings create
a role in signifying the area as a focal point
of the city. The street edge is active and
supported by high levels of urban activity.
The space creates a greater sense of
enclosure and stronger spatial feeling for
pedestrians.

Gold Coast Rapid Transit | Corridor Study

Primary active edges

Secondary active edges

Strong address

The urban design framework plans, and built form
plans contained in Part 5 define where active edges
are to be encouraged. Primary active edges are
to occur where the highest level of street activity is
desired, typically in centres and around public spaces
of city significance. In these areas, development
should support highly active ground floor uses such
as retail, cafes and restaurants and ideally support on
grade access to shop fronts. Concealed basement car
parking is preferred and development should generally
be constructed to the street boundary to define and
enclose streets and public spaces.

These edges recognise that not all streets and
spaces are capable of supporting highly activated
retail frontages, and seek to encourage ground floor
uses that support ambient pedestrian movement and
interest and activity, such as commercial, Small Office,
Home Office and community facilities.

The remaining edges across the corridor are defined as
high quality edges and are to incorporate high quality
facades that address the street to increase visual
amenity and support surveillance of the street. The
buildings are articulated, scaled and designed to enrich
the buildings street address and enhance the overall
streetscape character.

Pedestrian entries are clearly visible from the public
domain and complemented with attractive building
facades where windows and doors open into activities,
displays, and rich architectural detailing.

In these areas, development should generally be
constructed to the street boundary to define and
enclose streets and public spaces. Ground floor uses
have the capacity to accommodate a mix of uses and
are occupied with high activity uses, though fronting
the street is less frequent than those on the primary
active edge. Pedestrian entries are clearly visible from
the public domain and complemented with attractive
building facades where windows and doors open into
activities, displays, and rich architectural detailing.

Grey Street, South Bank, Brisbane

James Street, Fortitude Valley, Brisbane

Prepared by HASSELL for GCCC

Green edges
Green edges relate to parks and other places where
built form is unlikely to define the nature or quality
of a street or space. These areas should provide
landscaping treatment for visual amenity and ‘relief’
and, where required, to soften or conceal undesirable
or unattractive elements in the urban environment.

Grade separated entry to dwellings
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